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Resistance - Daniel Kalla 2006-05-02
As a horrific superbug immune to all antibiotics
begins to spread across the world, members of
the medical, scientific, and law enforcement
communities begin to suspect that someone is
spreading the lethal germ deliberately and join
forces to find the source before it is too late.
Original.
The Reykjavik Noir Trilogy (Books 1-3 in the
dark, atmospheric, nail-bitingly fast-paced
Icelandic series: Snare, Trap and Cage) Lilja Sigurdardóttir 2021-11-26
Get ALL THREE books in the electrifying,
unputdownable Reykjav&ík Noir Trilogy in one
GREAT-VALUE Box Set! A young, single mother
is lured into cocaine smuggling to keep custody
of her son, as she eludes customs officers and
the police, and tries to escape the clutches of the
kingpins in Lilja Sigur&ðard&óttir's critically
acclaimed, award-winning, international
bestselling Reykjav&ík Noir Trilogy. A nerveshredding, emotive Icelandic series by the cowriter of the Netflix hit Katla. 'Tough,
uncompromising and unsettling' Val McDermid
&‘Stylish, taut and compelling' Daily Express
&‘Tense and pacey ... an intriguing mix of whitecollar and white-powder' Guardian Snare (Book
One) Set in a Reykjav&ík still covered in the dust
of the Eyjafjallaj&ökull volcanic eruption, and
with a dark, fast-paced and chilling plot and
intriguing characters, Snare sees young mother
Sonja become involved in cocaine-smuggling in
and out of Iceland, under the suspicious eye of a
customs officer ... An outstandingly original and
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sexy Nordic crime thriller, and a nail-biting
game of cat and mouse! Trap (Book Two) When
Sonja's son is kidnapped by her ruthless exhusband, she's thrust back into the world of
cocaine smuggling, but this time she's got a plan
of her own, with an unexpected ally, and a
complicated relationship on her conscience ...
High-stakes jeopardy presides in this dark and
original, breathtakingly fast-paced thriller...
Cage (Book Three) A deadly threat to Sonja and
her family sees her return to Iceland, where she
needs to settle scores with longstanding
adversaries if she wants to stay alive, while a
group of businessmen tries to draw Agla into an
ingenious fraud. Drugs, smuggling, big money
and political intrigue rally with love, passion and
murder in the masterful conclusion to the
explosive Reykjav&ík Noir Trilogy. Praise for the
Reykjavik Noir trilogy **Guardian and New York
Journal of Books THRILLER of the Year**
**WINNER of the Best Icelandic Crime Novel of
the Year** **Longlisted for the CWA
International Dagger** &‘A tense thriller with a
highly unusual plot and interesting characters'
Marcel Berlins, The Times &‘An emotional
suspense rollercoaster on a par with The Firm,
as desperate, resourceful, profoundly lovable
characters scheme against impossible odds'
Alexandra Sokoloff &‘Clear your diary. As soon
as you begin reading ... you won't be able to stop
until the final page' Michael Wood &‘A towering
powerhouse of read and I gobbled it up in one
intense sitting' LoveReading &‘Zips along, with
tension building and building ... thoroughly
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recommend' James Oswald &‘With characters
you can't help sympathising with against your
better judgement, Sigurdardottir takes the
reader on a breathtaking ride' Daily Express
&‘Tense, edgy and delivering more than a few
unexpected twists and turns' Sunday Times
&‘Smart writing with a strongly beating heart'
Big Issue &‘Deftly plotted though and with a
forensic attention to the technicalities of stock
exchange manipulations and drug-running
techniques' Financial Times &‘The intricate plot
is breathtakingly original, with many twists and
turns you never see coming. Thriller of the year'
New York Journal of Books &‘Compelling ... this
is prime binge-reading' Booklist
Catastrophic Possibilities Threatening U.S.
Security - Douglas Lovelace 2012
Terrorism: Commentary on Security Documents
is a hardbound series that provides primarysource documents and expert commentary on
the worldwide counter-terrorism effort. Among
the documents collected are transcripts of
Congressional testimony, reports by such federal
government bodies as the Congressional
Research Service (CRS) and the Government
Accountability Office (GAO), and case law
covering issues related to terrorism. Most
volumes carry a single theme, and inside each
volume the documents appear within topic-based
categories. The series also includes a subject
index and other indices that guide the user
through this complex area of the law. Volume
119, Catastrophic Possibilities Threatening U.S.
Security, discusses the nightmare scenario of a
catastrophic attack on the United States. While
the U.S. national security apparatus remains
focused on the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan and
appears to be postulating a future international
security environment defined largely by threats
increasingly posed by weak, failing, and failed
states, astute strategists are not discounting the
possibility of a catastrophic attack on the United
States. In this volume, Douglas Lovelace
presents a number of documents that help
describe, explain, and assess the nature and
severity of the threat of a catastrophic attack.
Offering expert commentary for each section,
Lovelace groups the documents into three
categories: Catastrophic Potentialities in the
International Security Environment, Countering
the Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons and
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Nuclear Materials, and Catastrophic Cyber
Attack. Documents include a Department of
Defense overview of the four categories of
strategic challenges, a Government
Accountability Office report addressing weapons
of mass destruction and the actions needed to
allocate resources for counterproliferation
programs, and an insightful overview of the
threat of catastrophic cyber-attack by the
Department of Homeland Security. The
commentary and primary sources in Volume 119
will apprise researchers and practitioners of
international law and national security of the
perils of a catastrophic attack against the United
States posed by terrorists, radicals, state failure,
and humanitarian disasters.
Pandemic Influenza in Fiction - Charles De
Paolo 2014-07-28
The influenza pandemic of 1918-1919--the worst
widespread outbreak in recorded history-claimed an estimated 100 million lives globally.
Yet only in recent decades has it captured the
attention of historians, scientists, and fiction
writers. This study surveys influenza research
over the last century in original scientific and
historical documents and establishes a critical
paradigm for the appreciation of influenza
fiction. Through close readings of 15 imaginative
works, the author elucidates the contents of and
the interaction between the medical and the
fictional. Coverage extends from Pfeiffer's 1892
bacillus theory, to the multidisciplinary effort to
isolate the virus (1919-1933), to the
reconstruction of the H1N1 viral genome from
archival and exhumed RNA (1995-2005), to the
emergence of H5N1 and H7N9 avian viruses
(1997-2014).This book demonstrates that
pandemic fiction has been more than a
therapeutic medium for survivors. A prodigious
resource for the history of medicine, it is also a
forum for ethical, social, legal, national defense
and public health issues.
Street Players - Donald Goines 2014-06-24
"... A gutsy account of an Inner City gold-hatted,
high-bouncing lover... He's known as Earl the
Black Pearl, and he's up from the ghetto - way
up. He views the streets from his fashionable
penthouse with its wall-to-wall silk suits and
women. He's everybody's mellow fellow, a big
spender, the toast of the inner city. He's as cool
and sharp as an ice crystal."--Lower wrapper.
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Envisioning Disease, Gender, and War - J.
Fisher 2016-04-30
This critical study illuminates the neglected
intersection of war, disease, and gender as
represented in an important subgenre of World
War I literature. It calls into question public
versus private perceptions of time, mass media,
urban spaces, emotion, and the increasingly
uncertain status of the future.
Trying to Score - Kendall Ryan 2019-11-12
Teddy King excels at many things. Playing
hockey. Check. Scoring on and off the ice.
Check. Being stupidly attractive ... Double
check. Despite his demanding schedule, he still
finds time to annoy me. I knew him way back
when. Before he was the guy everyone wanted a
piece of, he was just a rebellious college co-ed
and one of my more energetic study partners.
But secrets have a way of getting out, and a
steamy encounter from our college days (that we
probably shouldn't have filmed) is about to cause
a major scandal. Unless we can work together to
stop it. Teddy’s no stranger to hard work … but
the thing he wants most? Is me. Note: This highheat standalone is chock-full of scorching banter
and steamy good times. He's a testosteronedripping hockey player who wants a second
chance. She's a tough as nails attorney intent on
making partner. Frienemies to lovers. No
cliffhanger. Enjoy! Your favorite hot jocks are
back with an all new stand-alone novel. If you
like sexy, confident men who know how to
handle a stick (on and off the ice), and smart
women who are strong enough to keep all those
big egos in check, this series is perfect for you!
A Killing Rain - Faye Snowden 2022-06-21
Dark, Southern gothic tale of homicide detective
Raven Burns, with a complicated past and a
desperate case to solve. Black Girls Lit
recommends the first book, A Killing Fire "to
crime fiction and mystery lovers and fans of
Ruth Ware and Gillian Flynn.” “Full-bodied and
dynamic characters carry this one along a
mystery, tying a brutal past with a bloody
present that will keep you guessing right up to
the finale.” — Unnerving Magazine on Book 1 in
the series. After former homicide Raven Burns
returns to Byrd’s Landing, Louisiana to begin a
new life, she soon finds herself trapped by the
old one when her nephew is kidnapped by a
ruthless serial killer, and her foster brother
pandemic-daniel-kalla

becomes the main suspect. To make matters
worse, she is being pursued by two men— one
who wants to redeem her soul for the murder
Raven felt she had no choice but to commit, and
another who wants to lock her away forever.
FLAME TREE PRESS is the imprint of longstanding independent Flame Tree Publishing,
dedicated to full-length original fiction in the
horror and suspense, science fiction & fantasy,
and crime / mystery / thriller categories. The list
brings together fantastic new authors and the
more established; the award winners, and
exciting, original voices. Learn more about
Flame Tree Press at www.flametreepress.com
and connect on social media @FlameTreePress
The Far Side of the Sky - Daniel Kalla
2013-07-30
Swept up in a wave of violence when the
Japanese Imperial Army tightens its stranglehold
on the Shanghai refuge for thousands of
desperate European Jews, surgeon Franz Adler
falls in love with a nurse and endeavors to
safeguard a refugee hospital.
The Darkness in the Light - Daniel Kalla
2022-05-03
A psychiatrist’s patients are dying—are they
suicides related to a new antidepressant, or is
there something even more sinister going on in
the northernmost town in the US? A riveting
new thriller from internationally bestselling
author Daniel Kalla. After Brianna O’Brien takes
her own life, Dr. David Spears blames himself.
Though he understands suicides can be a tragic
occurrence in psychiatric practice, this loss hits
him particularly hard. With Brianna, he’s
convinced he missed crucial warning signs.
When David suspects Brianna’s friend, Amka
Obed—whom he’s also been treating virtually—is
in crisis, he flies to the remote Arctic community
of Utqiagvik, Alaska, only to discover that she
has disappeared. While the regional police are
confident that Amka will turn up safe, David and
the town’s social worker, Taylor Holmes, have
serious doubts. Each battling their own demons,
David and Taylor launch an investigation,
determined to help uncover the truth about what
happened to Amka. David wonders if a new
antidepressant he recently prescribed both
Amka and Brianna played a role in what took
place. Taylor, who’s familiar with the locals,
suspects a drug lord with connections to Amka’s
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boyfriend. Who is right? Where is Amka? Is she
still alive? What begins as a missing persons
inquiry and suspicion over a pharmaceutical
cover-up quickly evolves into a terrifying journey
of treachery and death—one that will horrify this
isolated town and endanger many more lives.
Rage Therapy - Daniel Kalla 2007-05
Dr. Joel Ashman is terrified when his mentor,
anger management specialist Dr. Stanley
Kolberg, is found murdered, bludgeoned almost
beyond recognition, especially when he finds
himself the target of an unknown stalker, and his
quest for answers takes him deep into a chilling
world of violence, depravity, and the tortured
past of one young woman. Reprint.
The Guilty - Sean Slater 2013-08-15
When Homicide Detective Jacob Striker
discovers a torture chamber in a steel barn down
by the river, he is propelled into an investigation
that leads to two mysterious bombers. Every few
hours, another victim is targeted, located - and
then blown to smithereens. Very quickly, Striker
realizes the attacks are not random. But one
obvious question remains: Why?With people
dying at an alarming rate, Striker desperately
searches for an answer to this question. When
he discovers it, a stark coldness fills him. For he
begins to understand. The reason leads back to a
police file that is now ten years old. To a dark
and dangerous place across the seas. And to one
of Striker's oldest mentors and dearest friends.
With time running out, Striker must catch the
two bombers before they finish the job and
complete their kill list. Otherwise there will be
little left for Jacob Striker to save. Little left, but
dust and bones.
Last One Alive - Amber Cowie 2022-05-10
A team of researchers exploring the myth of a
witch find their numbers mysteriously dwindling
in this irresistible psychological thriller for fans
of Ruth Ware, Shari Lapena, and Lucy Foley.
Bestselling debut novelist Penelope Berkowitz is
desperate for inspiration for a second book. With
the help of her new boyfriend, she embarks on a
research trip with a Clue-like team of
professionals, ex-lovers, and estranged family
members to investigate the myth of a witch on
Stone Point, a remote coastal outcropping in the
Pacific Northwest. For over a century, the cabin
on the point stood vacant after the violent death
of the original owner and the disappearance of
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his wife—until a young couple decided to turn it
into an eco-lodge. Shortly after starting
renovations, however, they suddenly ceased all
contact with others and were never heard from
again. Given the area’s mysterious history,
Penelope is certain there’s a story to be found in
the isolated region. But soon after arriving on
the point’s wind-whipped shores, things begin to
go awry for the team. Storms blow in. Tempers
flare. The satellite phones stop working and no
boats are due for days. Then people begin to
disappear. When bodies turn up, it’s up to
Penelope and the remaining members of the
team to solve the mystery of the Stone Witch
before the killer is the only one left alive.
A Liberal-Labour Lady - Veronica Strong-Boag
2021-11-15
A Liberal-Labour Lady restores British
Columbia’s first female MLA and the British
Empire’s first female cabinet minister to history.
An imperial settler, liberal-labour activist, and
mainstream suffragist, Mary Ellen Smith
(1863–1933) demanded a fair deal for
“deserving” British women and men in the late
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. She
strove to shift Liberal parties leftward to benefit
women and workers, while still embracing global
assumptions of British racial superiority and
bourgeois feminism’s privileging of white
women. In the BC legislature until 1928, Smith
campaigned for better wages, pensions, and
greater justice, even as she endorsed anti-Asian,
settler, and pro-eugenic policies. Simultaneously
intrepid and flawed, Smith is revealed to be a
key figure in early Canada’s compromised
struggle for greater justice.
Son of Elsewhere - Elamin Abdelmahmoud
2022-05-17
A NEW YORK TIMES NOTABLE BOOK OF THE
YEAR • A “funny and frank” (The New York
Times) collection of essays on Blackness, faith,
pop culture, and the challenges—and
rewards—of finding one’s way in the world, from
a BuzzFeed editor and podcast host. “A memoir
that is immense in its desire to give . . . a rich
offering of image, of music, of place.”—Hanif
Abdurraqib, author of A Little Devil in America:
Notes in Praise of Black Performance At twelve
years old, Elamin Abdelmahmoud emigrates with
his family from his native Sudan to Kingston,
Ontario, arguably one of the most homogenous
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cities in North America. At the airport, he’s
handed his Blackness like a passport, and
realizes that he needs to learn what this identity
means in a new country. Like all teens,
Abdelmahmoud spent his adolescence trying to
figure out who he was, but he had to do it while
learning to balance a new racial identity and all
the false assumptions that came with it.
Abdelmahmoud learned to fit in, and eventually
became “every liberal white dad’s favorite
person in the room.” But after many years spent
trying on different personalities, he now must
face the parts of himself he’s kept suppressed all
this time. He asks, “What happens when those
identities stage a jailbreak?” In his debut
collection of essays, Abdelmahmoud gives full
voice to each and every one of these conflicting
selves. Whether reflecting on how The O.C.
taught him about falling in love, why watching
wrestling allowed him to reinvent himself, or
what it was like being a Muslim teen in the
aftermath of 9/11, Abdelmahmoud explores how
our experiences and our environments help us in
the continuing task of defining who we truly are.
With the perfect balance of relatable humor and
intellectual ferocity, Son of Elsewhere confronts
what we know about ourselves, and most
important, what we’re still learning.
The Last High - Daniel Kalla 2020-05-12
INSTANT NATIONAL BESTSELLER In this
riveting novel from international bestselling
author Daniel Kalla, a Vancouver doctor and a
detective face the deadly consequences of the
opioid crisis as they track down the supplier of
fentanyl that landed a group of teens in the ER
with critical overdoses. Deliberately or not, they
must’ve been poisoned…And if it happened to
them… There will be others. Dr. Julie Rees, a
toxicologist and ER doctor, is stunned when her
emergency room is flooded with teenagers from
the same party, all on the verge of death. Julie
knows the world of opioids inside and out, and
she recognizes that there’s nothing typical about
these cases. She suspects the teens took—or
were given—fentanyl. But why did they succumb
so quickly? Detective Anson Chen is determined
to find out. He and Julie race to track down the
supplier of the deadly drugs. But the trail of
suspects leads everywhere, from unscrupulous
street dealers to ruthless gang leaders who hide
behind legitimate business fronts and the walls
pandemic-daniel-kalla

of their mansions. As Anson and Julie follow
clues through the drug underworld, Julie finds
herself haunted by memories of her troubled
past—and the lover she lost to addiction. When
other overdoses fill the ER—and the
morgue—Julie realizes that something even
more sinister than the ongoing fentanyl crisis is
devastating the streets. And the body count is
rapidly rising. A gripping thriller, The Last High
explores the perfect storm of greed, addiction,
and crime behind the malignant spread of
fentanyl, a deadly drug that is killing people
faster than any known epidemic.
We Shall Not Shatter: A WWII Story of
Friendship, Family, and Hope Against All
Odds - Elaine Stock 2022-05-15
An unforgettable story of friendship, family and
hope as two courageous young women face one
of history's most horrific tragedies. Brzeziny,
Poland, 1939 Zofia's comfortable lifestyle
overturns when her husband, Jabez, who
monitors Nazi activity, has gone missing. Rather
than fleeing the country with her young son, as
she had promised Jabez who is fearing
retaliation, she decides to stay. She cannot
possibly leave her friend, Aanya. Since their
childhood they have amazed fellow Brzeziners
that it does not matter that Aanya is Jewish and
deaf, and that Zofia is Catholic and hearing.
Now, more than ever with war looming, Zofia
will do whatever is necessary to protect her
family and Aanya. As both love and war
approach their Polish town, Zofia and Aanya
must make choices that will change the meaning
of family, home, and their precious friendship.
The journey, decisions and the no-going-back
consequences the women face will either help
them to survive-or not-as Hitler's Third Reich
revs up its control of the world.
Death Was the Other Woman - Linda L.
Richards 2008-01-08
When her boss, PI Dexter Theroux, is hired by
the mistress of one of L.A.'s most corrupt
businessmen to tail her lover, secretary Kitty
Pangborn suspects that the case may be linked
to more than simple jealousy, especially when
she and Dex stumble upon ac
Of Flesh and Blood - Daniel Kalla 2010-04-13
A hundred years ago, Dr. Evan McGrath realized
his dream of establishing a hospital in the Pacific
Northwest, a hospital that would never turn
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away a patient in need. But the personal cost
was steep: Evan lost the love of his life while
making a powerful enemy of the hospital’s
financier, Marshall Alfredson. Today, the
Alfredson Medical Center is internationally
renowned for its care. The two founding families
remain faithful to Evan’s vision, but their history
is clouded by forbidden love, conflict, and
betrayal. Crisis is besieging the Alfredson. A
decision by Dr. Tyler McGrath, a child cancer
specialist, leaves a young patient’s family
shattered. Dr. Jill Laidlaw, Tyler’s wife, is a
researcher poised to offer fresh hope to multiple
sclerosis victims—including a former
presidential frontrunner—until rumors of
research fraud endanger her career. And in the
face of temptation and career demands, Tyler
and Jill are drifting apart. Devastating family
secrets, doomed relationships, and present-day
medical disasters threaten not only the
Alfredsons and McGraths but the legendary
hospital itself.
Liar's Candle - August Thomas 2018-04-17
In this brilliant debut thriller, reminiscent of the
works of John le Carre and Olen Steinhauer and
infused with the authenticity of the author’s
travels, a young American State Department
intern based in Turkey becomes “the woman
who knows too much” and is marked for death.
Penny Kessler, an intern at the US Embassy in
Ankara, Turkey, wakes up in a hospital on the
morning of July 5th to find herself at the center
of an international crisis. The day before, the
Embassy was the target of a devastating
terrorist attack that killed hundreds of Penny’s
friends and colleagues. Not only has a
photograph of Penny as she emerged from the
rubble become the event’s defining image, but
for reasons she doesn’t understand, her bosses
believe she’s a crucial witness. Suddenly,
everyone is intensely interested in what Penny
knows. But what does she know? And whom can
she trust? As she struggles to piece together her
memories, she discovers that Zach Robson, the
young diplomat she’d been falling for all
summer, went missing during the attack. And
one of the CIA’s most powerful officials,
Christina Ekdahl, wants people to believe Zach
was a traitor. What actually happened? Penny
barely has time to ask before she discovers that
her own government wants her dead. Soon, with
pandemic-daniel-kalla

only a single ally—a rookie intelligence officer
fresh out of the Navy—she is running a perilous
gauntlet, ruthlessly pursued by Turkey’s most
powerful forces and by the CIA. To survive,
Penny must furiously improvise. Tradecraft takes
a lifetime to master. She has less than thirty-six
hours. And she’s only twenty-one years old. This
is her first real test—one she can’t fail.
SARS in Context - Jacalyn Duffin 2006-10-12
Former Ontario Chief Coroner James Young and
infectious disease expert Dick Zoutman recount
their efforts to contain the mysterious new
disease. In answer to questions about "lessons
from the past," several distinguished historians
of epidemics examine how their knowledge of
responses to older plagues influenced their
perception of SARS. They also reflect on how the
advent of SARS alters their views of the past.
Finally, policy experts comment on possible
changes to health care that the SARS experience
suggests should be made.
Cold Plague - Daniel Kalla 2008-04-15
As people line up for a taste of therapeutic water
from a spring found miles beneath the Antarctic
ice, cases of mad cow disease break out across
France, and Dr. Noah Haldane uncovers a
conspiracy in which the ancient lake from
Antarctica could hold the k
Cold Plague - Daniel Kalla 2008-11-04
As people line up for a taste of therapeutic water
from a spring of pristine water--untouched for
millions of years, possessing natural healing
powers, and found miles beneath the Antarctic
ice--cases of Mad Cow disease break out across
rural France, and Dr. Noah Haldane of the WHO
uncovers a global conspiracy in which the
ancient lake from Antarctica could hold the key.
Reprint.
Eradicating Smallpox in Ethiopia - Gene L.
Bartley 2019
The Christie Affair - Nina de Gramont
2022-02-01
Why would the world's most famous mystery
writer disappear for eleven days? What makes a
woman desperate enough to destroy another
woman's marriage? How deeply can a person
crave revenge? "Sizzles from its first sentence." The Wall Street Journal A Reese's Book Club
Pick In 1925, Miss Nan O’Dea infiltrated the
wealthy, rarefied world of author Agatha
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Christie and her husband, Archie. In every way,
she became a part of their life––first, both
Christies. Then, just Archie. Soon, Nan became
Archie’s mistress, luring him away from his
devoted wife, desperate to marry him. Nan’s plot
didn’t begin the day she met Archie and Agatha.
It began decades before, in Ireland, when Nan
was a young girl. She and the man she loved
were a star-crossed couple who were destined to
be together––until the Great War, a pandemic,
and shameful secrets tore them apart. Then acts
of unspeakable cruelty kept them separated.
What drives someone to murder? What will
someone do in the name of love? What kind of
crime can someone never forgive? Nina de
Gramont’s brilliant, unforgettable novel explores
these questions and more.
Snakes & Ladders - Sean Slater 2012-03-15
When staying alive is the only game worth
playing… Detective Jacob Striker has had more
than his fair share of brushes with death. But
this one really shocks him. When he is called to
attend a suicide at a decrepit apartment on the
bad side of town, he expects to find one more life
lost to mental illness and drug addiction. But
this time the victim is not just another sad
statistic, this time it's someone Striker knows.
And one thing is obvious to Striker: this wasn't
suicide. Striker's investigation quickly leads him
to the Riverglen Mental Health Facility. The
victim was a patient from the support group
overseen by psychiatrist Dr Erich Ostermann.
And when Striker discovers Larisa Logan - a
dear friend of his, and also a patient of Dr
Ostermann - has gone missing, his investigation
goes into overdrive. Racing against time and a
chilling adversary, Striker searches desperately
for Larisa. It is a dangerous game they play,
where one throw of the dice can catapult you to
a place of dominance - or send you sliding to
your doom.
Pandemic - Daniel Kalla 2007-10-02
This original novel explores what happens when
two of Western society's most recent threats-SARS and terrorism--unite. "Daniel Kalla
expertly weaves real science and medicine into a
fast-paced, nightmarish thriller--a thriller all the
more frightening because it could really
happen."--Tess Gerritsen. Original.
Epidemic Encounters - Magda Fahrni
2012-05-24
pandemic-daniel-kalla

Health crises such as the SARS epidemic and
H1N1 have rekindled interest in the 1918
influenza pandemic, which swept the globe after
the First World War and killed approximately
fifty million people. Epidemic Encounters
examines the pandemic in Canada, where onethird of the population took ill and fifty-five
thousand people died. What role did social
inequalities play in determining who survived?
How did the authorities, health care workers,
and ordinary citizens respond? Contributors
answer these questions as they pertained to both
local and national contexts. In the process, they
offer new insights into medical history’s
usefulness in the struggle against epidemic
disease.
The Kappa Child - Hiromi Goto 2001
In a house not at all reminiscent of "Little House
on the Prairie", four Japanese-Canadian sisters
struggle to escape the bonds of a family and
landscape as inhospitable as the sweltering
prairie heat.
We All Fall Down - Daniel Kalla 2019-03-26
Not since Pandemic have we seen a thriller like
this from bestselling author Daniel Kalla: The
plague has hit Italy. Can Dr. Alana Vaughn find
the source in time to save the world? No person
is left unscathed, no family untouched. Death
grows insatiable. Alana Vaughn, an infectious
diseases expert with NATO, is urgently
summoned to Genoa by an ex-lover to examine a
critically ill patient. She’s stunned to discover
that the illness is a recurrence of the Black
Death. Alana soon suspects bioterrorism, but her
WHO counterpart, Byron Menke, disagrees. In
their desperate hunt to track down Patient Zero,
they stumble across an 800-year-old monastery
and a medieval journal that might hold the
secret to the present-day outbreak. With the
lethal disease spreading fast and no end in sight,
it’s a race against time to uncover the truth
before millions die.
Lost Immunity - Daniel Kalla 2021-05-04
*Instant National Bestseller In this explosive
new thriller from international bestselling author
Daniel Kalla, an experimental vaccine is
deployed to battle a lethal outbreak—until
patients start dying of unknown causes. An
ordinary day The city of Seattle is stunned when
a deadly bacteria tears through a nearby Bible
camp. Early tests reveal the illness is a form of
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meningitis, and the camp’s residents are among
its most vulnerable victims: children and
teenagers. A new vaccine Facing a rapidly rising
death rate, Seattle’s chief public health officer,
Lisa Dyer, and her team quickly take all steps
necessary to contain the devastating outbreak.
And when further testing reveals that the strain
of the bacteria is one that caused catastrophic
losses in Iceland six months before, Lisa decides
to take a drastic step: she contacts Nathan Hull,
vice president of a pharmaceutical company that
is doing final-phase trials on a viable vaccine,
and asks him to release it early for use on the
city’s population. An epidemic in the making Lisa
gets the go-ahead on her controversial plan,
despite the protests of dubious government
officials, anti-vaxxers, and even those on her
own team. Vaccine clinics roll out across the
city, and the risky strategy appears to be
working, leaving Lisa, Nathan, and thousands of
others breathing a sigh of relief. Until people
start dying from mysterious and horrific
causes—and the vaccine itself is implicated. But
what if science isn’t to blame?
Coronavirus Disease (COVID-19) and its
Psychobehavioral Consequences - Severi Luoto
2021-09-14
Of Flesh and Blood - Daniel Kalla 2011-04-26
The McGrath family is deeply involved in the
running of a Seattle hospital, as Dr. Tyler
McGrath tries risky experimental treatments to
battle childhood cancer, while his wife, also a
doctor, discovers that her research on multiple
sclerosis may be compromised.
War on Autism - Anne McGuire 2016-04-28
War on Autism examines autism as a historically
specific and power-laden cultural phenomenon
that has much to teach about the social
organization of a neoliberal western modernity.
Bringing together a variety of interpretive
theoretical perspectives including critical
disability studies, queer and critical race theory,
and cultural studies, the book analyzes the social
significance and productive effects of
contemporary discourses of autism as these are
produced and circulated in the field of autism
advocacy. Anne McGuire reveals how in the field
of autism advocacy, autism often appears as an
abbreviation, its multiple meanings distilled to
various "red flag" warnings in awareness
pandemic-daniel-kalla

campaigns, bulleted biomedical "facts" in
information pamphlets, or worrisome statistics
in policy reports. She analyzes the relationships
between these fragmentary enactments of
autism and traces their continuities to reveal an
underlying, powerful, and ubiquitous logic of
violence that casts autism as a pathological
threat that advocacy must work to eliminate.
Such logic, McGuire contends, functions to
delimit the role of the "good" autism advocate to
one who is positioned "against" autism. Book
jacket.
Nightfall Over Shanghai - Daniel Kalla
2015-08-25
Espionage, passion, and battlefield drama: the
loves and fears of one remarkable family unfold
against the Second World War's Pacific theatre
Gripping and poignant, this is the epic final
chapter in Daniel Kalla's wartime trilogy,
bringing to an unforgettable conclusion the story
begun in The Far Side of the Sky and Rising Sun,
Falling Shadow It's 1944 and the Japanese are
losing the war, but Shanghai is more dangerous
than ever, particularly for the Adler family. After
fleeing Nazi Europe, Dr. Franz Adler and his
teenage daughter, Hannah, have adjusted to life
in their strange adopted city, but they are now
imprisoned in the Shanghai Ghetto for refugee
Jews. Franz is compelled to work as a surgeon
for the hated Japanese military, while struggling
to keep the city's woefully undersupplied
refugee hospital functioning. Meanwhile, his
beloved Eurasian wife, fellow surgeon Sunny,
delivers a baby boy born to a neighborhood
teenager who wants nothing to do with the child;
Sunny is determined to raise him as her own.
When an enigmatic priest arrives at the hospital
with an injured man who turns out be a downed
American pilot, Sunny is recruited into a spy
ring, providing crucial information to the Allies
about the city's port. Inadvertently, Hannah is
drawn into the perilous operation, just as she
becomes drawn to the controversial movement
of Zionism and a Jewish homeland in Palestine.
When the Japanese launch a major new offensive
against the Chinese, Franz is forced to do the
unthinkable: he is sent inland to work as a field
doctor on the frontlines. There, he must contend
with his tangled loyalties, aerial bombings
overhead, and his uncertain feelings for a
vulnerable Canadian nurse. In 1945, American
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B-52s begin bombing Shanghai in strategic
raids, putting thousands of Chinese citizens and
refugees in grave danger. While the war seems
to be winding down in the Far East, many
questions remain unanswered for the Adlers. As
the bombers circle ominously overhead, they
must now struggle for more than simple safety.
For the first time in many war-riven years, they
now face the challenge of re-envisioning their
lives, and the prospect of forging a hopeful path
forward for the future--if they can first survive.
PRAISE FOR THE FAR SIDE OF THE SKY: "An
amazing novel." --HUFFINGTON POST "The
novel never falters. . . . Readers are sure to
develop a genuine interest in the characters'
fates." --VANCOUVER SUN "Thoroughly
satisfying." --NATIONAL POST
Blood Lies - Daniel Kalla 2008-03-04
Haunted by the drug-related death of his
identical twin two years earlier, Seattle ER
doctor Ben Dafoe is horrified when his former
fiancée is targeted in a stabbing attack, a crime
in which Ben becomes a prime suspect as he
begins to think his twin is still alive. Reprint.
The Time Gatherer - Rachel Dacus 2020-11-10
A heart-melting story of adventure and young
love and how a young time traveler thwarts his
enemies from the future. A natural career path
for a young man who can slip through time is to
become a historian, so George sets out to earn
his advanced degree by writing about a
Renaissance woman artist. Of course, he must
make a personal visit for research. The only
problem is that plunging through time puts
George in mortal danger. Scientists from the
future who want to seize power are trying to
disrupt history, eliminate timegathering, and
attack those who travel in time. George's tutors
can help him avoid their attacks, but he's at
greatest risk when the dazzlingly beautiful artist
Elisabetta Sirani opens her door. George is beset
by something he has no defense for -- love at
first sight. Elisabetta finds at her doorway a
handsome young troubadour offering a new
portrait commission. His singing charms her, but
as her family's breadwinner, love is forbidden to
her. The young man nevertheless charms his
way into her studio and her life, and she's
unwilling to resist their connection. The danger
that comes after George could harm Elisabetta
too. Can he save her and give her more time to
pandemic-daniel-kalla

live, love, and create, or will changing history
erase his own future? Praise: "Rachel Dacus
deftly crafts a unique and spellbinding twist to
the time-traveling adventure that's perfect for
fans of Susanna Kearsley and Diana Gabaldon." - Kerry Lonsdale, Wall .Street Journal bestselling
author. "A fine tale of time travel, romance, and
adventure." From the Author: Thank you for
considering The Time Gatherer. It's one of the
novels in my Timegathering Series. They can be
read in any order as they are full-length,
standalone stories. The second book in the
series, The Time Gatherer, follows a young man
as he learns how to control his genetic ability to
travel in time. Becoming a historian, he uses his
gift for research but falls for his subject, the
artist Elisabetta Sirani in the 17th century Italy.
But his enemies from the future endanger them
both, and saving her future could erase his own - yet he has to try. The third book in the series is
Undoing Time. It introduces Liv Pomeroy, a
young heiress who's just been jilted nearly at the
altar and who discovers her little knack of
jumping ahead in time may expose her to many
dangers, not the least of which is falling in love
again. The Timegathering Series What if you had
the gene that enable you to part the curtains of
time and step into the past or future? George St.
James, a magical time travel tour guide, helps
his travelers do just that. In past centuries, they
find adventure, intrigue, romance, and even
their own courage. But scientists from the future
are hunting time travelers, hoping to eliminate
the genetic timegathering ability. They will even
attempt to overturn history to gain power. That's
why George has formed a team -- to save history
and preserve the timeline as we know it. Some
of his travelers will become his allies, even at
the risk of their own lives.
US Narratives of Nuclear Terrorism Since
9/11 - David Seed 2019-04-06
This study examines the US fiction and related
films which makes a series of interventions in
the cultural debate over the threat of nuclear
terrorism. It traces the beginnings of this anxiety
from the 1970s, which increased during the
1990s after the collapse of the Soviet Union. The
traumatic events of 9/11 became a major
reference point for this fiction, which expressed
the fear that of a second and worse 9/11. The
study examines narratives of conspiracies which
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are detected and forestalled, and of others which
lead to the worst of all outcomes – nuclear
detonations, sometimes delivered by suitcase
nukes. In some of these narratives the very fate
of the nation hangs in the balance in the face of
nuclear apocalypse. The discussion considers
cases of attacks by electromagnetic pulse (EMP),
cyberterrorism and even bioterrorism. Some of
the authors examined are present or former
politicians, members of the CIA, and former
president, Bill Clinton.
Rising Sun, Falling Shadow - Daniel Kalla
2013-09-24
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In 1943, the Japanese, bowing to Nazi pressure,
force 20,000 Jewish refugees, including Dr.
Franz Adler and his wife, Sunny, to relocate to a
one-square-kilometer "Shanghai Ghetto" where,
despite the often-times subhuman conditions,
the Jewish culture thrived.
Nightfall Over Shanghai - Daniel Kalla
2016-01-26
Fleeing Nazi Europe to Japan in 1944, Dr. Franz
Adler and his family are imprisoned in the
Shanghai Ghetto for Jewish refugees, where
Franz is forced to work as a field doctor while
his wife is recruited into a spy ring.
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